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GOOD WISHES
E are entering upon a new year and my first and pleasant
task is to wish you all "A Very Happy New Year." With
this good wish I would couple my congratulations to you on
j'ected.
all that has been effected.

W

In the old year we began to see clearly the results of your
efforts in the tens of thousands of young men entering the
Royal Air Force, many arriving at the stage of operational
flying; we won a V.C. and other honours. I am sure that every
one connected with the Corps feels repaid for the great amount
of work put into it.

A U.S. Navy photographer 'shoots' a Grumman Hellcat as it takes oft during a d< . unstration in New York.

The year which we are entering is likely to be a year of
change. Great things will happen in the World War and the
Pected by the changes. All change brings
Corps will not be unaffected
problems, but whatever the nature of these may be, I am sure
that the Corps will triumphantly solve them.

A Douglas Skytrooper of the U.S. Naval Air Transport Service flying above a sea of clouds and
passing the Caroli olcano in the Aleutian Islands.

Air Commodore,
Inspector, Air Training Corps.

Air Commodore J. A. Chamier.

Sergeant Houghton Belton, of Texas, Mr. W. W. Wakefield, M.P., and Private John C. Garret, of Athens, Texas.

ABOVE AND BELOW

Sir Leslie Gossage
by
MARSHAL SIR LESLIE
AIRGOSSAGE,
K.C.B., C.V.O.,
D.S.O., M.C., was a soldier before he
became an airman. He had a great
deal of active service as a Gunner and
as an R.F.C. pilot in the last war. He
has served overseas between wars. He
has been a diplomat, as our Air
Attache in Berlin. He spent three
years before the war in helping to
build up Fighter Command, which
won the Battle of Britain. He has
been Air Member for Personnel in the
Air Council'

The New Chief Commandant

C. G. Grey

and in R.A.F. dispatches in December
1918 and in July 1919.
He continued to serve in the Royal
Air Force, and in January 1930
Group Captain Gossage was appointed
Air Attache in Berlin, where, until
August 1931, he was able to observe
the rise of the National Socialist party
and the growth of the German aircraft
industry. And few of our people can
have understood the Germans better
than he did.
Then he was brought back to be
Senior Air Staff Officer of the Air
Defence of Great Britain, under Air
Marshal Sir Geoffrey Salmond, who,

February 1940. What No. l i Group
did in winning the Battle of Britain
under Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park is
history. And how much the Group
owed to the officer who had built it up
for those years before is evident.
In 1937 Air Vice-Marshal Gossage
delivered to the University of London,
by invitation of the Board of Military
Studies, the series of Royal Air Force
Lectures on "Air Power and its
Employment," which were published
by Wm. Hodge & Co. Although we
have learned much by bitter experience
since then, these lectures are still a
sound base on which to build an education in the use of air power.

As a young Gunner officer, when
flying was only beginning in 1911-12,
he always "wanted to see what was on
the other side of the hill," and, like
the many other Gunners who were
among our earliest aviators, he foresaw what aircraft would mean to the
Army. Today he has just the same
wish to know what lies ahead, 'and so
he believes in seeing people and their
work for himself, and in keeping constantly in touch with his stations and
their equipment, rather than sitting in
an office and letting reports come to
him. I doubt whether there is a balloon station which he has not visited
since he took over the Command in
December 1940. Ernest Leslie Gossage was born in
Sefton Park, Liverpool, in February
1881. He was at Rugby from 1905 to
1909, and at Trinity College, Cambridge, from 1909 to 1912, when he
took his B.A. degree. And while in
Trinity he joined the Special Reserve
of the Royal Field Artillery, in April
1910
In July 1912 he was gazetted to the
R.F.A., and with his battery he went
to war in 1914. He was in the retreat
from Mons and the advance to the
Aisne, and fought in the First Battle
of Ypres as a Field Gunner. In 1915
he learnt to fly, and was seconded to
the R.F.C.
During the war he collected a
Military Cross and a D.S.O. The
Gazette of March 3oth, 1916, says of
the M.C.: "For consistently good and
zealous work under bad weather conditions, both on patrol and when cooperating with the artillery in operations resulting in the capture of the
enemy's positions." There you see the
ex-Gunner at work. He was made a
Companion of the D.S.O. in 1919 "in
recognition of distinguished services
rendered during the war." Also, he
was mentioned in Army dispatches in
January 19 1 6 and in December 1917,

in command are
CHANGES
customary in the Royal Air
Force. They prevent any branch
from becoming too dependent on
one man and enable a new man
to bring new ideas to an old job.
The appointment of Air Marshal
Sir Leslie Gossage as Chief Commandant and Director-General of.
the Air Training Corps follows
this custom.
The change involves the departure of Air Commodore Chamier
and Mr. Wakefield, both of whom
will be greatly missed. Air Commodore Chamier, who founded
the Corps and saw it through its
early troubles, will have the satisfaction of seeing his creation flying
by itself. Mr. Wakefield can be
sure that the vigour, team-work
and skilful direction that he
brought to the Corps will be long
remembered.
The Corps is so well established
that the change is unlikely to
cause a violent upheaval in the
lives of the cadets, but Air Marshal Gossage will undoubtedly
make his influence felt. A man
well liked and respected, he has a
fine record of service to the Royal
Air Force. A Bachelor of Arts at
19, a Lieutenant-Colonel, M.C.,
at 26, an Air Commodore at 41, a
K.C.B. at 49, is a record well
worth emulating by any cadet.
We wish his every future success.

Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gossage, S.C.B., C.V.O., D.S.O., M.C.
dE

himself a Gunner, had helped young
Mr. Gossage, R.F.A., to join the
R.F.C. in 1915. And, in July 1932,
while serving in A.D.G.B., he was
promoted to Air Commodore.
From September 1934 Air Commodore Gossage was Senior Air Staff
Officer to Air Vice-Marshal W. S.
Mitchell in Iraq. This, I take it, was
to acclimatise him to a still hotter
climate, for in December 1935 he was
made Air Officer Commanding all
British Forces in Aden, whilst _ the
Italian campaign in Abyssinia was at
its height.
In September 1936 Air ViceMarshal Gossage (promoted on January 1st of that year) was back in
England to command o. i i (Fighter)
Group, which he commanded until
2

In April 1940 Air Vice-Marshal
Gossage was appointed Air Member
for Personnel on the Air Council, but
in December he was pulled out to take
command of, and expand, the Balloon
Command, which had been left vacant
by Air Vice-Marshal Boyd, who had
been appointed to Middle-East Command, and was unhappily forced down
in Sicily on his way there.
In July 1940 A.V.-M. Gossage was
promoted to Temporary Air Marshal,
and was promoted K.C.B. in the New
Year's Honours of 1941. He had
already been created a Companion of
the Bath (C.B.) in the Coronation
Honours of May 1937 and a Companion of the Victorian Order in July
1937, while he was commanding No.
1 1 (Fighter) Group.
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The Mines
HE black shadow of the mines
hangs over the heads of thousT
ands of young men who were looking
forward to a life of adventure in the
Services. The Air Training Corps is
less affected than the cadets of the
other Services, since those accepted
for aircrew are exempt from liability,
and of those cadets not physically fit
for aircrew a great many will also be
physically unfit for the mines. But
there are many who fall in between.
In spite of its close association with
the Corps, the Gazette is an unofficial
journal, so it is possible for us to say

that the situation with which we are
confronted is the result of the past
incompetencies of our rulers, who
not only failed to prepare the nation
for war, but neglected to ensure its
prosperity in peace. For years before
the war thousands of miners were
unemployed and half starving, while
thousands got jobs in other trades.
Those still at work toiled for pittances. It was argued that the industry could not stand better wages.
It may be argued that it was all a
matter of private enterprise, and
therefore not the affair of the
Government. But we see to-day that
the shortage of coal is threatening
the national safety. Anything that
threatens the national safety is a
national affair. But before we lay all
the blame on the politicians, let us
remember that the public gets the
Government it deserves, and the
public before the war were certainly
apathetic in matters of national
interest.
To-day the Government, under the
spur of war, has to do something, so
you have to carry the can. To
employ the idle inmates of our
prisons would be unfair to the
miners. To employ Italian prisonersof--war is contrary to the usages of
war. To employ black marketeers
would ruin a lot of big businesses.
One would think that after three
years of conscription and direction of
labour there would be thousands of
misfits in the Army and in industry
who would volunteer for the mines
if given the opportunity of doing so.
But the Government has decided
against that, and has picked on the
eighteen-year-olds. '
Assuming that is the best solution,
what about exempting members of
the A.T.C.; J.T.C., Sea Cadets and
Army Cadets who are able to show
a good record of attendances? That
would mean that practically every
public-school boy would be exempt,
at no great inconvenience, since
membership of the A.T.C. or J.T.C.
is at most public schools almost a
matter of routine. Such a preponderance of upper-class exemptions
would hardly be fair. It would be
unfair also to the young men who,
because of night-work or overtime,
have been unable to join a cadet
corps. And, after all, as membership
of the A.T.C. and attendance at its
parades (not always the same thing)
is no hardship it would be too easy
3

by The Editor
a price to pay for exemption from a
liability imposed on others who have
not had that privilege.
It would be equally unfair if the
Government selected only those
young men who, because of their
schooling, had never done any work.
The whole business is most unfortunate, but no one who is sent down
the mines need feel that his A.T.C.
training has been wasted. It will
always be a pleasant memory and a
valuable part of his education. Nor
should he feel that he has been
double-crossed. The Air Ministry
never guaranteed that A.T.C. Cadets
should have the right to enter the
Royal Air Force. All it offered was
"preference." To have given the
right would have meant handing over
R.A.F. recruiting from the Royal Air
Force to the A.T.C., and the Air
Ministry is too wide-awake to do that.
Those selected for the mines will
find themselves among people who,
in spite of all the disadvantages under
which they have been born and bred,
are decent, cleanly and often very
well educated. And they will be
doing their duty and helping to win
the war as much as anyone else.
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The Future
IR ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR,
Secretary of State for Air, stated,
S
when he opened an exhibition under
the title "A.T.C. Calling," in London,
that if the flying services were to be
provided with young men, healthy and
worthy of that great vocation, it was
clear that the corps would be needed
after the war.
"The long-term nature of A.T.C.
training demands that the future of
the corps shall be settled now," he
continued. "The achievements of the
A.T.C. in war, and circumstances
likely to exist when hostilities end,
have been reviewed, and the Government have decided that the Air
Training Corps shall continue after the
war. It should co-operate to the
fullest extent with other pre-Service
training corps, departments of education, local education authorities and
other voluntary youth organisations;
but the separate identity of the A.T.C.
under the control of the Air Ministry
will be preserved."
"A.T.C. Calling" depicts the training provided by the Corps, from the
early stages through the advanced
technical and aircrew instruction, to
the final qualification for entry into
the R.A.F. or Fleet Air Arm.

CAN. NORMAN MACMILLAN,M.C,, A,EC, oE,
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FTEE. the handling trials are over
A
and the flying characteristics of
the aircraft are known to be as good
as they can be made, it is essential for
the prototype test pilot to establish
the performance of every new aircraft.
Let us see just where the test pilot
has to begin.
Whenever an aeroplane is designed
an estimate of performance is made
by the design staff. The tabulated
data includes the climb curves and
ceilings under various alternatives of
load, the speeds developed at certain
heights, the stalling speeds with and
without flaps, and the duration of
flight under various conditions. The
test pilot has to provide the proof
check upon the calculations, and
thereby show how nearly the aircraft
fulfils its designer's expectations.
The performance estimate is calculated to occur in what is called a
standard atmosphere. We all know
that the air conditions change from
day to day, often from hour to hour.
Some means of levelling out all these
changes in the atmosphere are essential if aeroplanes are to be compared
one with another in flight. The standard atmosphere is a kind of common
denominator used for the purpose of
making the comparisons. It may occasionally exist in nature, but more
often it does not. The test pilot must
therefore take readings of the atmosphere in which he flies, so that the
actual atmosphere can be converted
into the standard atmosphere and the
recorded performance of the aircraft
adjusted in relation to this basic
atmosphere wherein all aircraft designers picture their aircraft to fly.
At the time of the test flight the
barometer reading and the height of
the aerodrome must be noted, and, as
the aeroplane climbs, the air temperature must be recorded at regular intervals. Sometimes temperature inversions are found when, as the aeroplane climbs over perhaps some four
thousand feet, the air temperature
rises or remains steady instead of falling in the normal way. All these
variations are transposed into the
standard atmosphere, and the air
speeds and rates of climb of the aircraft are adjusted accordingly.
The climb performance and the
level speeds are tested at the maximum
permissible continuous power output
of the engine (or engines).
When the maximum permissible
power of an engine is governed by
the boost pressure in the induction
system it is necessary for the test pilot

to be continually alert to see that the
required boost is accurately maintained.
With a normally aspirated engine
such as is found in most Iight aircraft
used for elementary training, the test
pilot opens the throttle fully for the
take-off and keeps it full open
throughout the climb. The engine
revolutions fall as the aircraft rises
into thinner air because the constantly
falling atmospheric pressure continually increases the negative pressure in
the induction system, thus requiring a
reduction in the amount of petrol fed
into the engine, and so causing a drop
in power.
With an engine of the supercharged
type the test pilot must steadily open
the throttle as he climbs to maintain
the maximum permissible boost in the
induction system. When possible,
engine revolutions are maintained at
the maximum speed permissible for
continuous running. The advantage of
the constant-speed airscrew is obvious,
for by no other means can the' desired
combination of maximum permissible
engine speed and maximum permissible boost be obtained and maintained
throughout the climb to full-throttle
height. From full-throttle height upward the supercharged engine behaves
in the same way as a normally aspirated engine, with its power decreasing
as the climb continues.
When testing for climb the pilot
must fly the aircraft at its maximum

rate-of-climb attitude. The rate-ofclimb indicator provides a useful
guide to the attitude required, but it is
desirable to make a check by a seriet
of "saw-tooth" climbs at different
heights, timing each by stop-watch. '`A
rate-of-climb curve can then be drawn
and the exact air speeds for fastest
climb established.
In a fast-climbing aircraft every aid
that can be given to the test pilot is
valuable, especially to the test pilot of
single-seat aircraft who has to do
everything for himself, without second
pilot or flight engineer or research
technician to help him. In the larger
aircraft the test pilot can concentrate
on the flying and leave the collection
of data to others. Two ways of aiding
the work are by the use of automatic
recording instruments and by repeater
photographs of the test instrument
panel; both methods provide a permanent record, and a check on handwritten notes.
When the climb is completed, level
speed at full throttle is taken at service
ceiling. On the way down a series of
full-speed level runs is made at
different heights. The figures derived
from these tests, together with fuel
consumption tests at different speeds
and heights and the speed of stall,
provide the designer with the principal
data he requires to check his performance estimate, and prepare a guaranteed performance table for his latest
aircraft.

A North American Mustang Of the Tactical Air Force. The latest version of thisaircraft
is fitted with two 500-lb. bombs, one under each wing, and is known as the Invader. -

The nose of a Fortress E-17G fitted with a
remotely-controlled power-operated "chinturret," which house two .5 in. machine guns.
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hoping that by following the same
track through the sky as your leader
(who's going faster than you anyway,
to begin with) you'll eventually catch
him up. Perhaps you will catch him
up sometime, but to say that he'll be
tired of waiting for you, and that
you've let the side down, would be
putting it mildly.
Don't Chase Him
If you've been doing that proper
thinking beforehand• you'll know the
right answer at once. You won't make
the mistake of chasing after that
leader, but you'll remember that -by
the time you get across the circle he
will be a third of the way round it
himself. So instead of flying directly
towards where the leader is at the
moment you start out after him, you
choose a-point in the sky on the line
of the great circle which he is flying
round, where you think he will be by
the time you, having cut straight across
the circle, can get there yourself.

r

BY LIEUTENANT COMMANDER (A)

L

IKE all things in which speed of
action is the first consideration—
whether it be a game of soccer, or a
dogfight with half a dozen Axis "partners" at 25,000 feet—some careful
thinking beforehand is worth all the
skill you can put into formation flying.
Sometimes in the air, when you
have a hundred other matters to attend
to, the temptation is to do the obvious
thing; but that obvious thing is not
necessarily the right thing. And it
is vitally important to you, and to
everyone else concerned, that you
should do the right thing.
Thinking Out Things in Advance
By working it out in your mind on
the ground, now or at some time when

you can concentrate on it without
being interrupted, you will sort out the
obvious things from the right things.
Let us take one good example: Suppose you are number three of a section
of three fighters. Your orders are to
"scramble" and join up with your
section leader at 5,500 feet over base.
Now, your section leader's job is to
get his section together in the shortest
possible time (and seconds, in air warfare, are the same value as hours to
the high-pressure business executive),
and to start his operational climb, lowlevel interception, or patrol immediately. He's going to be more upset
than somewhat with you if, as number
three, you take longer than he thinks
you should take in joining up with
him. Conversely, he's going to be

pretty set up with you if you get there
before he expected to see you.
In this case we'll assume that you
are fully operational, and that you're
in a certain escort carrier at sea. Your
section leader is parked on the deck
ahead of you, with number two just
behind him. All three of you are
warming up your engines. As the ship
comes round into wind, Commander
Flying on the bridge gives the "O.K. ",
and the "batting" officer lets your
leader off. As he goes down the deck,
and number two is opening his throttle
and shaking your own Seafire with his
slipstream, you are saying to yourself:
"I'm going to do the smoothest and
fastest join-up anyone has ever seen."
Meanwhile number two is off the deck.
And then it's your turn.

A formation of Albacores flying over units of the Royal Navy, with an aircraft carrier in the left foreground.

Training tin-fish pilots. The Large* ship can be seen through the wing struts and on
the right the tracks of the dummy torpedoes.

Catching Up with the Leader
Once in the air you get your wheels
up, close your hood, and settle down.
to the main job—where's that section
leader? "Ah," you say, "there he is:
now to catch him." He will be turning in a wide circle, if he knows his
job, with the carrier as its centre, and
he's going to go on turning in that
circle until he's got the section together. Number two is close behind
him and quickly closing up. Both of
them are a mile or so away from you.
This is where your thinking beforehand is going to decide between your

doing the obvious thing and the right
thing. The natural temptation is to set
a direct course for the leader, open
the throttle wide, and catch him up.
Hundreds of experienced pilots make
this mistake, and go on making it. A
little calculation on the ground, which
you probably won't have time for in
the air, would tell you that, full
throttle or not, your leader's speed is
higher than your own and is going up
all the time—he's been off the deck
just that much longer and has had
that much more time to build up his
airspeed. So it isn't any good "flogging" your Merlin engine and vainly

Short-Cut
Having chosen that point, you stick
to it and fly straight there. If your
guess has been anywhere near right
you'll arrive there at the same time as
your leader, and then all you have to
do is slip in your place on his port side.
If your guess has been a bad one you
won't in any case be far out, and it
will be short work to join him. Whichever way it happens, when you do
close up on him you'll be rewarded
with a smile and a gratified "thumbs
up," and you'll know that you haven't
kept the section from starting its
allotted job for one unnecessary
second.
That is just one example of why a
flight mustn't begin only when you
take off: it must begin in your head
before you even get into the cockpit;
and your clear thinking beforehand
must forewarn you against the temptation of doing that obvious thing, and
prepare you for doing the right thing.
Sometimes, of course, "obvious" and
"right" are one and the same thing;
but, more often than not, circumstances will be misleading, and, as pitfalls, can only be avoided if clearly
foreseen. And don't imagine that all
this thinking must be left until you've
started your flying. Now is the time
to do it.

FLEET AIR ARM AIRCREW BREVETS
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Comparisons
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T is interesting to compare the qualities of the
engines which propel the Luftwaffe aircraft
with those of our own, for although we now
hold air superiority in all spheres, German engines
are excellent pieces of machinery with some
ingenious technical features.
The outstanding difference between British and
German engines is in the feeding of the fuel to the
cylinders. All German engines now employ direct
injection of the liquid fuel into the cylinders,
whereas in all British engines the fuel is mixed with
air in a carburettor and then passed to the cylinders.
The former method has the advantages of better
fuel consumption, and allows lower-grade fuel to
be used, due to the good turbulence of the air-fuel
mixture in the cylinder. It also has the advantage
that the danger of ice formation which occurs in
the choke tube of a carburettor is eliminated.
However, carburettors have been highly developed
in this country, so that they compare very favourSodium ceo/ed
exhau t valve
Fuelin.jecto ,

Water jacket
round exhaus
valve guide

2 speed Supercharger geanng
driven through
slipper c utch

Crankshaft

Diagrammatic view of "Junkers Jumo
211" 12-cylinder inverted V-type engine
with direct petrol injection, standard
practice on German aircraft engines.
(Shown upright for clarity.)

Diagram showing the inverted V German engine with supercharger at the
through
side, allowing cannon
airscrew hub by being positioned between the two cylinder banks.

gun to tire

Exhaust
valves are
Sodium filled
Push
rod

The normal poppet-type valves are used in the B.M.W. engine,
actuated by drum-type cams through tappets and push rods.
The tappets are pressure lubricated and the ball ends of the
push rods are bored to allow oil to pass up them for the
rocker arms.

ably with fuel injection in most respects. The
danger of carburettor freezing has been eliminated
by heating the choke tube with a jacket through
which warm engine oil is passed.
German water-cooled engines, typified by the
Daimler-Benz 6o IN and the Junkers Jumo 211,
are similar to their British counterpart, the RollsRoyce Merlin, in that they have twelve cylinders
arranged in two banks of six, forming a V, and are
cooled by a glycol-water mixture. The two German
engines are designed to run in the inverted position,
that is, with the cylinders under the crankcase,
while the Merlin operates with the cylinders above
the crankcase. Both German engines revolve at a
slower speed, and therefore produce less power per unit of swept
Supercharger
Impeller
cylinder volume than the Merlin.
1lector type
For instance, the D.B. 601 produces 1,20o h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. at
take-off for a swept volume of
33.9 litres, whereas the Merlin XX
produces 1,280 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m.
for only 27 litres. These two
engines deal with the problem of
,supercharging in rather different
ways, the D.B. 601 having a fluid
drive to the supercharger similar
Air intake for
to that used on some motor-cars.
supercharger
This allows the supercharger to
be turned relatively slowly at
ground-level, where the air is
dense, so that the engine is supplied with all the air it wants to
Fuel pump with
produce its maximum power. As
12 metering valves
height is gained the supercharger
8

is driven progressively faster in
order to supply the engine with
the necessary amount of air to
maintain its power output in the
rarer atmosphere. This increase
of supercharger speed continues
until a height is reached where the
fluid no longer , allows any slip
between the engine crankshaft
and the supercharger rotor. Any
increase of altitude beyond this
results in decrease in engine
power. The Merlin XX has direct
drive to its supercharger incorporating a two-speed gear, so that
when the altitude is reached when
the lower gear ratio no longer
drives the supercharger fast
enough to maintain full power,
the high gear is engaged, which
allows the engine to maintain
View of the B.M.W. 801A

power for a further increase of altitude. At
ground-level the throttle has to be partly closed,
otherwise the engine would be supplied with
more air, and hence supply more power than it
could stand without overheating andmechanical
failure. The throttle is automatically opened
progressively until the optimum altitude for the
low gear is reached where the throttle is fully
open. Then when high gear is engaged the
throttle is partially closed again, for the same
reason, until the second optimum height is
reached, beyond which the engine power decreases with altitude. This system is not so good
as that used on the D.B. 6o x, as power is wasted
Electrically operated
sliding nose gill, air
control to oil cooler

(cut away showing
the fins s tube
of oil Goo/er]

Electricaly operated
sliding gill, controlling
engine cooling

Path of
air flow

Engine driven
fan
Rubber strip to prevent
Oil radiator
leakage of air

showing airscrew and oil cooling arrangements with sliding
gin or nose ring.

Controllable gill or
nose ring

engine with
upright V.

A British
usual

Electrical a Hydraulic
control of (VIP. airscrew
with 3 wooden bladess

Oil cooler
[Radiator)

12 Bladed
cooling fan
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Supercharger intakes

in driving the supercharger faster
than is required at low altitude.
Both engines have a cut-out device
which allows extra high boost for
the short take-off period.
Comparing air-cooled engines,
there is little to choose between the
I,goo-h.p. Bristol Hercules and the
1,580-h.p. B.M.W. 8oi, the Hercules being the slightly smaller.
They are both 14-cylinder engines
with the cylinders arranged in
two banks of seven, the Hercules
being fed through a carburettor
and the B.M.W. having direct fuel
injection. They both have twospeed superchargers. The major
difference lies in the valve gear,
the Hercules having sleeve valves
and the B.M.W. having conventional poppet valves. The sleevevalve system has several important
advantages over the poppet-valve
system. Most important is the
simplicity and the small number
of component parts. Maintenance

is greatly simplified, the top overhaul, which is so
necessary on the poppet-valve engine, being almost
completely eliminated. Also, the improved cylinderhead shape, made possible by the absence of valves,
allows a higher compression ratio to be used,
resulting in improved fuel consumption. The
B.M.W. is really designed as a complete power
plant for use in the Focke Wulf Igo and the
Dornier 217. As such it forms one of the most
cleverly streamlined air-cooled units ever designed.
The cooling is helped by an engine-driven fan in
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Balance
of Flight

Exhaust flame damper

Astro

Air heating flukes
Hot
air

Geared
to
Crankshaft

An example of one of the 14-flame damping exhausts of the
B.M.W. 801A showing the hot air muffs which supply cabin
heating and hot air for de-icing apparatus.

front of the cylinder running at three time§ engine
speed, and a system of baffles which ensures that
the back as well as the front of each cylinder is
adequately cooled. Also, the outlet for the cooling
air is through an annular slot, the width of which is
varied by a sliding ring. This is an improvement
on the gills used on Bristol power plants, which
open outwards into the slipstream, causing unnecessary drag. Another feature of this engine is a singlelever control for engine speed, boost-pressure, ignition timing and supercharger speed.
Approximately contemporary engines have been
used as a basis of this comparison, but the latest

To illustrate how balance can be then adjust his trimming-tabs to allow
IKE a finely wrought sword the
modern bomber must be perfectly affected: when the undercarriage is for the more drastic change of trim.
balanced as it sweeps through the air retracted on the Lancaster the centre The movement around the C of G for
towards its target. Every modern of gravity moves back two feet. When any member of the aircrew is calcubomber is as delicately balanced as it is realised that the undercarriage lated, and can be corrected for if the
Excalabar itself. One of the finest of weighs only a fraction of the fuel- pilot is warned.
bomb load the need for careful distriLet us assume a loaded weight of
them all is the Avro Lancaster.
55,000 lb. At take-off about a third
In flight this aircraft has perfect
of this is consumable load, say 8,000
balance in all directions. The point at
lb. of bombs and 14,000 lb. of fuel.
which the aeroplane is balanced is
When the aircraft lands it will be
called its Centre of Gravity, abbrevimore than 20,000 lb. lighter. The C
ated C of G. This is not actually a
of G limit for the loaded weight of
fixed point, as it varies according to
the distribution of the loaded weight.
55,000 lb. is about 5 ft. 6 in. behind
the C of G datum. This means very
But a point is fixed on the aeroplane
careful loading before take-off, so that
called the C of G datum, from which
the disposable load will be properly
all load distribution is calculated.
by
arranged about this datum, not only
Naturally, if the load is too far aft of
for take-off but after the bombs have
this datum the aircraft will be tailbeen dropped and almost all the fuel
heavy. To prevent this occurring,
tables are prepared called loading bution of this load is obvious. One used up.
To facilitate loading, bombs are
data, and when the bomber is loaded hears of the biggest bomber almost
leaping up as the bombs leave the arranged in categories. These catethese tables lay down the position of
bombs and the filling of many fuel racks. Imagine what would happen if gories are determined chiefly by the
tanks. This last is very important, the trim were seriously upset at that distance the bomber is to fly. For
because as the fuel is used up the moment! The aircraft would be un- instance, for the journey to Peenemunde, the bomb category would be
balance ("trim") would be seriously controllable.
The aircrew can also seriously affect lighter than for a nearer target, owing
affected unless the tanks were emptied
in the correct order laid down for the balance if they move about without to the smaller quantity of fuel needed
type. This is the flight engineer's due care. So at take-off and landing for the shorter trip. So the closer we
responsibility on a big four-engined the aircrew are allotted stations from can get to Germany the bigger the
aircraft. To ensure that the fuel and which they do not move until the air- bomb categories we can use. This
bombs are expended without seriously craft is either full airborne or land- means that less bombers will be needed
affecting the trim of any bomber the borne. This is just an additional to carry the same loads as now,, so
loading data must be strictly adhered safety precaution, and is not irksome allowing a greater number of targets
to both for fuel and bombs. This because the crews are allowed quite a to be plastered at the same time. This
guarantees a correct distribution and degree of freedom of movement during would mean scattered defences and
expenditure of the fuel-bomb load, so flight. Naturally, those nearest the smaller losses. But however the ratio
that for take-off and landing the air- centre of gravity have the most free- of fuel-bomb load is arranged, the
craft is perfectly balanced. A moment's dom, while the rear gunner must in- balance of the aircraft must be the
form the pilot if he is going to leave first consideration when loading for
consideration will show what a feat of
the rear turret, so that the pilot can any target.
skill this loading business is.
•
Loading up a case of incendiaries alongside a blockb aster on a Lancaster.

Crank
Sleeve ba//
joint

Drawings by Roy Fielding

The sleeve describes an elliptical path of travel as it is operated
by a crank as shown driven through gears from crankshaft so
causing the ports in the sleeve to register with those in the
cylinder castings.

British engines such as the 24.-cylinder Napier Sabre
and the latest marks of Merlin, are a great improvement on earlier types, and definitely have not been
matched by any equivalent improvements in
German engines.
R. J. PACKMAN.

A fighter of the Swedish Air Force, the .1.22. This single-seat fighter is of Swedish design and is believed to be powered by a Pratt
and-Whitney Twin-Wasp engine driving a Hamilton Standard three-bladed airscrew. Span 32 ft. 10 ins., overall length 25 ft. 6 in.
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N March 21st, 1941, I was flying
down the east side of the Grampians between the mountains and a
line which joins the towns of Edzell
and Kirriemuir. It was an extremely
rough day, so that even my old Shark,
which weighed nearly five tons, was
behaving like a steer at a rodeo.
Then, without warning, I flew into
smooth air and suddenly began to
climb at more than one thousand feet
a minute. I went up from three to
eight thousand feet just as though the
throttle was wide open and the aircraft
in a climbing position. On the way a
bar of cloud which was slowly revolving like the shaft of some giant piece
of machinery was passed. At eight
thousand feet the altimeter settled
down, and we flew on with a superb
view of billowing cloud-tops stretching
over the mountains to the horizon.
What had happened was that a 35knot wind from the north-west had
swept across the high ground, cataracted down its sides and risen again
in a standing wave, such as is seen in
a current of water on the downstream
side of a submerged rock. I had flown
into the upner half of the wave, passed
the lenticular cloud which had formed
on its crest as it turned over, and had
then been carried above it through the
air, which had bent to conform to the
shape of the wave below.
This phenomenon is the most sensational of all which is used by expert
glider pilots.
On June 23rd, 1939, a sailplane was
launched from the foot of the Hartside ridge, which falls 1,500 feet from
the shoulders of Cross Fell, and picked
up just such a wave. The pilot experienced wild airs on the first thousand feet of his climb. After that the
wave smoothed out and accelerated
him to nine thousand feet at a rate
of climb which was probably in excess
of 40 feet a second. A few minutes
later the British height record was
broken at 11,140 feet.
In due course the pilot tried to
descend, but he found that the upcurrent was so strong that lie failed
to lose height even in a spin. Had he
taken to his parachute he would have
been carried up rather than down.
Finally he battled his way upwind and
came down over the mountain, to be
finally cataracted to earth in a sensational descent over the lip of the ridge
in the down-current which fed the wave.
The moral to be drawn by all pilots,
except soaring enthusiasts, is to steer
clear of a standing wave. While it is
a comparative rarity and can only be
caused through a combination of the

ground contours and a high wind from feet, and unless there is good reason
a particular direction, it has been the
to believe that the sky at the back of
cause of numerous disasters. The wave it is clear, an eventual descent may
can always be recognised by a lenticu- have to be made through a ten-tenths
lar bar standing out on the lee-side of overcast.
high ground and stretching for several
It should not be supposed that all
miles parallel with the ridge.
the storms of this kind are necessarily
Those who reach the advanced "cold fronts." Many of them will be
soaring stage are much more likely to "occluded fronts"—that is to say, a
make use of the thermal currents mass of cold air which has been purwhich I have already described and in sued and caught up by a mass of warm
particular the conditions known as a air, probably bringing rain, but not
the strong up-draughts associated with
"cold front."
the former.
"A cold front" was soared for the
The cumulus nimbus, with its castelfirst time in England only in 1931, lated
turrets and snow battlements,
but since then it has become the will have
degenerated into soft grey
vehicle for many- cross-country flights. clouds spread
over the whole horizon.
It has a particular, significance for the There will have
been a complete colService pilot as well.
lapse of the front's former glories, and
In principle it consists of a mass of
the overcast will be as useless to gliders
cold air which moves across the as—with its poor visibility—it may
country, cutting beneath the warm air also be to Service pilots.
ahead of it, and, like a snow-plough,
In the course of these articles I have
shovelling the latter over the top. You explained the two principal sets of
meet it particularly in the spring, when conditions upon which experienced
driving storms, trailing curtains of hail, soaring pilots base their calculations.
sweep across the country, to be fol- First are the convection currents set
lowed almost immediately by another up by the uneven heating of the
brief period of sunshine. The glider ground, materialising in the cumulus
pilot can see the storm sweeping down clouds of a summer day, and the
on him while he beats up and down second depending on the movements
his soaring ridge. The air may begin of air masses, such as "fronts" which
to grow turbulent when the storm is I have just described. There is just
within about a mile, and just as the one other type of current which I have
black edge of the "front" envelopes frequently used in a sailplane. It is to
him he may find up-currents of over be found on the underside of almost
2 0 feet a second. This will take him
any cumulus which has a, big vertical
up the face of the storm to three or development.' Such a cloud probably
four thousand feet, and from here he had its birth in a thermal bubble. It
can ride ahead of it in clear but turbu- grew and expanded as other thermals
lent air until the storm blows itself were added to it. By midday it may
out. If the massive cloud itself . is perhaps be three or four thousand feet
entered, icing is more than probable. deep and measure a mile across its
A pilot inside such a storm tells how base. Such a cloud will itself cast a
his perspex windscreen became frosted big shadow. Beneath it the air will be
up and he found himself blind-flying inclined to cool, so that the sunin the fullest sense of the word.. At warmed atmosphere about its sides
.four thousand feet it was snowing in- will tend to seep into the base and be
side the cloud so heavily that the sheer drawn up inside it.
weight of the snow became a menace
My own experience makes me beand he decided to - get out. After
several minutes' flying on a straight lieve that this particular effect extends
and level course there was still no to quite a thousand feet beneath its
visibility of any kind. It then occurred base. I have at any rate circled up
to him to rub the windscreen with his into a sort of concave bell in the base
handkerchief, when he discovered that ''of the cloud in just such a current. If
he was already flying in brilliant sun- therefore a glider pilot can place himshine with the cloud behind him. This self beneath a cumulus during the heat
flying incident occurred in a miniature of the day it is more than likely that
"front" from which escape was simple. he can win more height.
The massive wall of cloud stretching
In conclusion, it should be said that
from horizon to horizon is a different even the experts have still a great deal
thing. While it is a fine vehicle for to learn about the secrets of the air
glider pilots, it is probably healthier currents. Flyers have already made a
for power pilots to land and wait until great contribution to meteorology, both
it has gone over. It will probably in confounding some theories and in
reach up to more than ten thousand supporting others.
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The late Commander E.
Bakker, 34-year-old leader
of a squadron of the Royal
Dutch Naval Air Service.
attached to the R.A.F. Coastal
Command, flying Mitchells.
In the picture in the bottom
left hand corner. Commander
Bakker briefs his crews.
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?camcd with fk;:ac rbolts, Lts.Mt :ecc Ligh!nings are now estortin;
artresses & l.; :omit€try
creeper into Gernta,a ' on
daylight precision raids,
thanks to the addition
=f auxiliary fuel tanks
-,.hick greatly improve
the Lightning's operational range.

COLIN GORDON

N days gone by when squadrons
were small and concrete runways
almost unheard of a pilot was free to
take off and land at his own free will.
But with the advent of runways and
greatly enlarged and busier airfields
some form of traffic control became
necessary. Hence the present-day
branch of the Royal Air Force known
as Flying Control.
Flying Control is, in reality, the
old-time Duty Pilot grown out of all
recognition. It has become a massive
organisation, the centre of which is at
the Air Ministry and which radiates to
every airfield in Great Britain and
those countries from which British and
Allied aircraft are now operating.
Working in close co-operation with
the Signals and Meteorological sections, it maintains . a ceaseless 24-hour
watch from one end of the year to
the other, and, whilst it may have
many subsidiary functions, it is
primarily intended to ensure the
greatest safety of aircraft and to
afford them the utmost possible
assistance, whether they be in distress
or not.
Its personnel are all highly trained
men, some of whom may be ex-aircrew
and now grounded. Others may be
direct entries, but because of this do
not regard them as "wingless wonders." They have undergone an
intensive course embracing signals,
navigation, meteorology and general
flying-control procedure. They have
also flown a specified number of hours,
both by day and by night, during
which time they are required to take
the part of navigator and wireless
operator and assume complete responsibility for guiding the pilot over a
two- or three-hundred-mile course.
This latter is important in order to
give those with no previous flying experience a picture of Flying Control
from the aircrew's point of view and
help them to appreciate their own
work from every possible angle.
The life of an F.C.O. (Flying Control Officer) is often unenviable, for it
carries with it enormous responsibilities. Much of his work is purely
routine, but there are times when he
may be forced to make lightning decisions in the face of heavy odds. He
may have as many as twenty aircraft
returning from a raid simultaneously.
Of these, L for London may have
been damaged by enemy action, its
crew injured and therefore in urgent

need of medical assistance; P for Peter
may have engine trouble causing loss
of height and the necessity for an
immediate landing, while T for
Tommy may be short of fuel and also
requesting a priority landing. All this
may be taking place in the dark and
in weather conditions so bad that onl
"controlled descents through cloud"
are possible. The F.C.O. has to decide
immediately which aircraft he should
land first. He must then carry out the
controlled - approach procedure, remaining calm throughout, although
people around him may be flapping
and his numerous telephones never
stop ringing. Throughout all this his
mind is tortured by the knowledge that
he has other aircraft in distress but
about which he can do nothing until
the one he is controlling has landed.
In addition, the cloud base may be
lowering, and he knows that he has a
race with time to get all his aircraft in
before the airfield goes "unfit."
No. The F.C.O.'s is not an enviable
task, and anyone who tends to disregard the enormous facilities offered
by Flying Control or who refers to the
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F.C.O. as a "wingless wonder" will
certainly live to regret it. He is a man
to be respected. He is a man whose
sole purpose is to help aircrews in
every possible way, and not, as a few
misguided people think, to obstruct
them with red tape. Moreover, it is a
proved certainty that if a pilot and
his crew co-operate with Flying Control, then only good can come of it.
In conclusion, the following advice
to cadets who are about to become
aircrew may prove helpful. It is the
advice born of experience both as a
pilot and, later, as an F.C.O.
When you have been posted to a
new station, visit Flying Control as
soon as possible. Acquaint yourself
thoroughly with local flying regulations, airfield layout, local landmarks,
weather peculiarities in that district,
and, in general, all the facilities available from Flying Control at that
station. Make sure that you know the
local night-flying procedure and airfield lighting at that airfield. However
well you know an airfield and its runways by day, it presents a totally
different aspect by night. Get to know
your F.C.O.s. The more you talk to
them in the mess or elsewhere the
more confidence you will have in their
ability to help you out of an emergency in the air if and when the
occasion arises. The latter is important, because it helps to build that
co-operation between crews and Flying
Control which is so essential and
which may well prove to be the cause
of your salvation one day.

Two-speed Superchargers
HEpurpose of the aero-engine
T
supercharger is to raise the pressure of the combustible mixture before
it enters the cylinders, thus ensuring a
more potent explosion to push the
pistons down the cylinders, with the
obvious result that more power is obtained from the engine. Another function of the supercharger is to keep the
engine developing sufficient power to
hold the aircraft in the air at an altitude where the atmospheric pressure is
so low that a normal unsupercharged engine would be starved of air. There
is a limit to the altitude at which the
supercharger can maintain sufficient
pressure of mixture—or boost, as it is
normally called—to allow the engine

by J. A. Kyd
the boost pressure therefore begins to
fall.
The Reason for Two Speeds
To obtain a higher full-throttle
height two-speed superchargers have
been introduced. The idea is to be
able to run the supercharger, which is
directly driven by the engine, at a
sufficient speed to provide a constant
boost up to a certain height, and then,
as the full-throttle height is reached,
to raise the speed of the supercharger

lower in the high gear, when it is used
at altitude, is because the mixture
temperature is raised by the higher
speed of the supercharger, and this
lessens the weight of combustible mixture fed to the cylinders.
The Change-Speed Mechanism
The change-speed mechanism is
usually operated by a two-position
lever in the cockpit, and by means of
friction clutches in the supercharger
gear an effortless and smooth change
can be made. Some engines even have
an automatic mechanism which effects
the change when the correct height is
reached; in this case it is the atmospheric pressure which sets the mecha'`r'

FULL THROTTLE
ALTITUDE IN
LOW GEAR

HEIGHT 8.000 FT
BOOST +5 LBO"
POWER 850 B.N.P.

FULL THROTTLE
ALTITUDE IN HIGH GEAR
HEIGHT 16.000 Ft
BOOST +5LB/0"
POWER 825 B.H.P

:• t;

HEIGHT 11.000 FT.
BOOST +3 LB 0'
POWER 780 B.H.P
CHANGE TO NOW GEAR

to keep the aircraft climbing. There
is also a lower altitude where the boost
will no longer stay at the setting fixed
by the pilot, and it begins to drop.
This is called the full-throttle altitude.
When full-throttle altitude is reached
it will, of course, still be possible to
climb, but, as indicated above, the
boost will gradually fall until the
engine power drops to its lower limit.
It is the automatic boost control
which has been gradually opening the
carburettor valve during the aircraft's
climb in order to keep the boost constant, despite the gradual reduction in
the atmospheric pressure, and it is the
point where the boost control unit has
opened the carburettor valve to its
full position that is called full-throttle
height. Any further reduction in
atmospheric pressure the boost control
unit will be unable to cope with, and _.

by changing gear, and thereby getting
a second full-throttle height a few
thousand feet higher. It might seem
that it would save having to design
and build an elaborate gear change for
the supercharger, if the supercharger
was run at the high gearing all the
time and a low gear was dispensed
with. _A supercharger, however, is
driven 'by the engine at a very high
speed, and a fair proportion of the
engine's power is used up in this function; therefore it is desirable to use as
low a gear as possible to give the boost
required to conserve the power output
of the engine. It follows that since the
higher gear takes more power to drive
it, the power obtained in higher gear
above the lower full-throttle height
will be lower than was being obtained
in the other gear. One other factor
which causes the power output to be
Iū

nism in action. Incidentally, it is
interesting to note how designers are
striving to make engine control as
simple as possible for the pilot, so that
he can devote all his time to the operational duty assigned him; and when
one considers that boost, mixture, propellers and two-speed superchargers
can all be automatically operated, it
must be agreed that they are having a
fair amount of success.
Assuming that the two-speed supercharger is not automatically controlled, let us follow the pilot's actions
from the time that he is at rest on the
ground until he reaches his full throttle
altitude in high gear. When he is running his engine up on the ground his
supercharger change-speed lever will be
set to give low gear. He may wish to
satisfy himself, however, that the gear
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2I)

NY man can drop a bomb to strike a
target accurately for one set of conditions.
A
He can be taught to line up three points—the
target, the foresight and backsight—and to press
the release switch. But when the conditions
change he will not be able to adjust his sight
line to the new conditions, unless he knows not
only how to sight and release, but also why he
so lines his sights and why the release switch is
pressed at just that instant.
The bomb aimer knows that air forces are
retarding and deflecting his bombs; he knows
that his airspeed projects it forwards and gravity
carries it down; that the drift of his aircraft is
drift on the bomb. He knows that the bomb
travels forward with the speed of the aircraft
through the air, but he sights his target, using
the aircraft's track and the ground-speed; the
height at which the aircraft is flying he reads
from his altimeter. He must correct it. The airspeed he reads off the indicator pointer is not
true. To that he must also apply a correction.
The outside air temperature affects all his calculations. It must be checked and used in his
corrections.
Let us consider these things in some detail,
so that we may appreciate more fully the heavy
responsibility that is the bomb aimer's.
A bomb does not fall vertically as a stone
falls down a well, but as a stone thrown outwards from a high cliff in a strong wind. Whilst
attached to the bomb racks in the aircraft it is
being carried forward at the true speed of the
aircraft. When it is released it slowly loses that
speed. Lose it, it must, no matter how slowly,
since it has no motive power of its own to drive
it forward. It will lag behind the aircraft.
A freely falling body in a vacuum gains speed
at the rate of approximately 32 feet per second
every second.
How long does it take? Sir Isaac Newton
formulated the law governing freely falling
bodies.
The distance a body will fall from a given
height in a given time, he observed, is proportional to half the force of gravity multiplied by
the square of the time that the body is falling.
But the bomb aimer wishes to know the time.
The distance it must fall he knows. It is the
true height of the aircraft. To obtain the time
taken to fall he must transpose Sir Isaac
Newton's formula.
This is not difficult. It need not be done each
time a bomb is dropped. A simple formula has
been evolved which states that the time of fall
of a bomb from aircraft to ground is equal to a
quarter of the square root of the height.
But this figure is only correct from low altitudes. From high altitudes another factor has
an effect upon the bomb—terminal velocity.
It has been stated that gravity increases the
speed of a freely falling body by 32 feet per
second every second. Air resistance checks this
acceleration. Depending on the degree of
streamlining of the body, and its size, it will
reach a point in its fall at which the pull of
gravity is balanced by the air resistance encountered by the body. The speed at which
this occurs is known as the terminal velocity.
by Squadron
What has size and streamlining to do with
the terminal velocity? Streamlining is obvious.
Leader
The better the shape for passage through the
air the lower will be the resistance. But size—
how can this change the terminal velocity for W. R. ACOTT,
bodies of equal streamlining?
D.F.C.
Consider it in this manner. A cube of one-foot
20

sides weights one pound. It therefore has six
square feet of surface area for one pound
weight. Now, take eight such cubes and build
them into a cube of two-feet sides. The surface
area is now 24 square feet and the weight eight
pounds; three square feet surface area for each
pound of weight.
Obviously, then, the larger the bomb the less
area it presents to air resistance per unit of
weight which is acted on by gravity. So it will
reach a higher terminal velocity.
Different conditions apply for the different
type of bombs carried on the aircraft, and the
bomb aimer must adjust his bomb sight for the
various terminal velocities. A low terminal velocity gives the bomb more time to travel forwards, which means it must be released earlier
than a bomb of high terminal velocity.
In practice the terminal velocity adjustment
is made by tilting the backsight forward through
the same angle as the bomb is known to trail
behind tht aircraft. The trail angle of a bomb
is determined before the bomb is put into
service, and the bomb aimer is able to correct
his bomb sight for this error in the fall of the
bomb before he reaches the target area.
At operational height, and approaching the
target, he prepares to correct for the other
factors which conspire to make the bomb fall
wide of the target—wind-speed and lower air
density.
With increase in height the density of the air
decreases. The column of air pressing down on
the aircraft at 20,000 feet is smaller than at
ground-level. Not being compressed by so great
a weight above, the particles have more elbow
room and so press less on objects floating in
them.
Temperature also affects the density. Cold
air tends to descend. The particles crowd in on
themselves during this descent, raising the
pressure. Warm air tends to rise. Again the
particles are given more elbow room, the
pressure being lowered.
So we find that density decreases with altitude
and rise in temperature, but increases with a
fall in temperature.
How is the bomb aimer concerned with this?
He must know his air-speed accurately so that
he can predict the forward speed of the bomb
as it leaves the aircraft. The air-speed is
measured by means of a pitot tube, which
measures the weight of air travelling over a
series of small holes in a tube.
This reading of air-speed is not correct if the
density of the air is lower or if the temperature
has changed. The bomb aimer applies corrections to the instrument to obtain the true
speed of the aircraft.
The same corrections for temperature and
density must be applied to the altimeter to
obtain the true height. For it is from the true
height that the bombs will be released, not the
indicated height, which is incorrect.
Density and temperature change rapidly with
change of weather conditions. The bomb aimer
must make his corrections in the target area, for
everywhere else conditions are different.
The other factor which must be given serious
consideration is the wind-speed and the direction
from which it is blowing. At ground-level a
wind of 4o miles an hour will uproot trees, blow
tiles from roofs and do unaccountable damage.
The ground has a retarding effect on the movement of air. Two thousand feet above the
ground it may be double the strength of the
ground-level wind. It is very much a force to

be reckoned with at the bomber's
operational height.
A bomber flying with a beam wind
of too miles an hour is drifted downwind. So is the bomb. It has a forward velocity the same as the speed of
the aircraft; it has also a sideways
velocity equal to the speed of the
wind. That bomb, sighted for a target
directly ahead of the aircraft, would
fall miles to one side.
If the wind is ahead the bomb will
fall many miles short. If from behind
it will fall many miles past the target.
The bomb aimer is well able to
cope with this. He doesn't bomb on
his air-speed. Although the air-speed
is the speed of the bomb when it is
clear of the aircraft it is not the speed
at which it is travelling relative to the
ground. Its velocity is a compound
velocity made up of its forward speed
through the air, its downward speed
through the air and its speed and
direction with the wind.
The bomb aimer finds the speed and
direction of the wind at his operational
height in the target area. He sets this
on his bomb sight. From this he can
calculate his speed relative to the
ground, and he adjusts his foresight
accordingly.
All corrections are made, the backsight has been tilted forward to
counteract the trail of the bomb. The
true air-speed has been computed from
the indicated air-speed, the ground
barometric pressure, the indicated
height and the outside air temperature.
True height has been computed from
the indicated height, ground barometric pressure and outside air temperature. True air-speed and true
height have been set on the bomb
sight. Wind-speed and direction have
been found. This also has been set on
the bomb sight.

Two-Speed Superchargers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

change is working properly, as no experienced pilot ever leaves the ground
without satisfying himself that his aircraft is functioning perfectly in every
respect. To test the change on the
ground he will move the lever to the
high-speed position, whereupon he
should see an immediate flicker of the
boost-gauge needle which will indicate
that the change has taken place. The
flicker of the needle will have been
caused by the slight delay incurred by
the automatic boost control in rectifying the higher boost which the
higher gear was trying to feed into the
cylinders. On certain engines the
change will be indicated by a flicker
of the oil-pressure-gauge needle, since
the change-speed mechanism is usually
oil-operated, and the delivery of oil
from the engine system to the supercharger to effect the change causes a
momentary reduction in the engine oil
pressure. The pilot will have immedi-

The bomb release mēchanisnt of a Boston in action.

The bomb aimer is ready to attack
the target. He gives corrections to the
pilot to turn right or left, steadying,
correcting, steadying, until the target
is moving down the ground-speed bar.
He must concentrate on the approach
of the target to his sighting-line, but
he is not unaware of the enemy
efforts to prevent him.

Seconds seem hours, but the target
eventually lines up with the fore- and
backsights. The release switch is
pressed.
It seems easy: line up the target with
the foresight and backsight and press
the release switch. But there is a lot
more behind it. Much careful work
must be done before a flattened target
is implied by "Bombs gone!"

ately returned the control lever to the
low-speed position when he noted that
the change-speed was operating
properly, and it will remain in this
position throughout the take-off and
climb. When he has climbed to his
full-throttle height he will note that
his hitherto constant boost will start
to fall.
If he changed speed immediately he
would gain no advantage due to the
lower power obtainable from the high
gear, for the reasons stated earlier. He
therefore waits until he has climbed to
quite a considerably higher altitude
and his boost is getting a bit too low
before he changes to high gear. The
result will be that his boost will return
to its original figure, and will again
remain constant for quite a considerable period of climbing—in fact, until
he reaches his second full-throttle altitude. Coming down he will change to
low gear as soon as possible, and at
all times he should use low gear in
preference to high gear if he possibly
can.

D'ye ken these?

2I

(SEE PAGE Ig)

I, I-15 bis; 2, Vultee-Stinson Vigilant; 3, Short Stirling; 4, Macchi
C.200; 5, North American Texan
(same as Harvard II except for equipment); 6, Bristol Blenheim IV; 7,
Douglas Dakota; 8, Republic Thunderbolt; g, Hawker Hurricane; so, North
American Mitchell; is, North American 0-47 B; 12, Handley Page Halifax
II Series I; sg, Boeing Fortress IIs; 14,
Armstrong Whitworth Whitley V; 15,
Brewster -Buffalo; 16, Fairchild Cornell; 17, Curtiss Kittyhawk; 18, Supermarine Spitfires; 19, De Havilland
Mosquito II; 2o, Fairey Fulmar; 25,
Avro Anson; 22, Vought-Sikorsky
Corsair; 23, Wackett Wirraway; 24,
Fairchild g 1; 25, Bristol Blenheims;
26, Martin Marauder; 27, North
American Harvard II; 28, Douglas
Devastator; 29, Consolidated Catalina; 3o, Bell Airacobra.

larly, for the same day the civil time
of sunset must be 1603 hours less is
minutes, or 1552 hours. The astronomer's final table of sunrise and sunset in civil time would therefore be as
follows:

Date

M

OST newspapers print each day
the times, of sunrise and sunset.
In December each year a few people, _
more observant than the average, become rather puzzled by the curious
fact that although December 21st or
22nd is the shortest day (in the Northern Hemisphere), the sun continues
to rise later each day for almost
another fortnight. Not until about the
first week in January does it begin to
rise earlier each morning as one would
expect.
The reason for this is tied up with
the way in which we measure time,
but it really is not very difficult to
understand.
In ancient times men used to tell
the time of day by the sun, and the
instrument they used was the sun-dial.
Later, when reliable clocks were invented, it was found that sun-dial time
was somewhat irregular°.` The length
of one hour of time by the sun-dial
was found to be slightly different at
different times during the year. (We
need not concern ourselves with the
reasons for this peculiarity, except to
note that one of the causes is the fact
that the distance of the earth from the
sun varies from day to day.)
It was decided, therefore, that instead of trying to make clocks keep
this irregular sun-dial time they
should be made to run at a steady
rate which is equal to the average rate

of sun-dial time over one year. This is
the time on which all our civil clocks
are based today, and for this reason it
is often called "civil time."
Since this civil time is the average
of sun-dial time, it might-be expected
that sometimes the sun-dial is ahead
of it and sometimes behind it. This
is just what happens. For instance, at
the Greenwich Observatory, on February 6th the time by a sun-dial would
be 14 minutes behind the observatory
clock, while on August 14th it would
be 14 minutes ahead. The astronomers
have calculated what these differences
are for each day in the year, and print
them in a little table called "The
Correction to the Sun-dial."
Now, suppose an astronomer at the
Greenwich Observatory watches the
sun rise and set each day during
December and January, and records
the time as it would be given on a
sun-dial. His observation would look
something like this:

Date
Dec. 2
Dec. I2 Dec. 22 -

SUN-DIAL TIME

Sunrise

Sunset

0756 hrs.

1603 hrs.
1 555 »
1 552 „

0805 „

o8o8 „

Jan. 1
0805 „
1555 „
Jan. II 0756 „
1603 „
From these observations he would
conclude that the shortest day occurred
on December 22, and that by the sundial the sun rose latest and set earliest
on that day. Which, after all, is just
what you would expect.
But these times are sun-dial times,
not civil times, so the astronomer must
correct them. He therefore looks up
his little correction table and finds the
following:

Date

Sun-dial Time is

Dec. 2
I I minutes FAST
Dec. I2
7 „ FAST
Dec. 22
2 „
FAST
Jan. I
3 „
SLOW
Jan. I I
8 ,,
SLOW
Thus for December 2nd the civil
time of sunrise must be 0756 hours,
less s I minutes, i.e. 0745 hours. Simi-

Dec. 2
Dec. 12
Dec. 22

-CIVIL TIME- Length
Sunrise Sunset of Day
hrs.
hrs. min.
hrs.
0 745
0758
0806

1552 8 7
5548
7 5o
1 550

7 44

1 558
Jan. s
o8o8
7 50
Jan. II
1610
8
7
0804
This table, being in civil time, would
be the type of table used by people
living in London. The third column.
has been formed simply by subtracting
the time of sunrise from the time of
sunset. From this third column it is
clearly seen that December 22nd was
the shortest day, the sun being above
the horizon for only 7 hours and 44
minutes.
But look what has happened to the
times of sunrise and sunset. As a result
of correcting them to civil time the
sun no longer appears to have risen
latest and set earliest on the shortest
day. According to civil time it rose
latest about January 1st (0808 hours
in above table), while it set earliest
about December 12th (1548 hours in
above table).
These dates will vary between places
at different latitudes, and will also
change a little from one year to
another. (For instance, the shortest
day in the Northern Hemisphere
occurs sometimes on December 21st,
sometimes on December 22nd, the
difference being only a matter of
seconds.) But the phenomenon occurs
on the average as shown above. It is
not affected by changing clocks to
British Summer Time, as this would
only mean adding one hour to each of
the times of sunrise and sunset in the
last table.
We can conclude, then, that according to our clocks, which run on civil
time, the sun does continue to rise a
little later each morning for several
days after the shortest day, and that
this is due to the changing difference
between sun-dial time and civil time.
But it should be pointed out that the
effect involves only a very few minutes
of time, and is therefore of no practical
importance.
Its main use is just as an interesting
little puzzle to try on one's friends.
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An Introduction to Principles of Flight
By W. F. Ware, B.Sc. 4" X 7k". 158 pages.
Macmillan & Co. Ltd. 3/-.
Specifically written and planned for cadets who wish to
grasp the basic essentials of the principles of flight
without wading too deeply intci- technical and theoretical
matters, this book is recommended for its lucid and
comprehensive study. The analyses and explanations go
up to matriculation standard in mathematics. Modern
aircraft feature in the studies of causes and effects. Well
illustrated and with many diagrams.
The Flight Testing of Production Aircraft
By J. A. Crosby Warren, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 5k"x8*".
132 pages. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 8/6.
Whether you are on the job of flight testing your own
squadron aircraft by routine after inspection or new
delivery, or whether you aspire to higher realms of test
work, this book contains many valuable tips. It can also
assist the experienced maintenance engineer and serve
as a supplementary work to flying-training study.
Airframe Construction and Repair
By John T. Henshaw, A.F.R.Ae.S. 51" x'111". 138
pages. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 7/6.
Describing metal stressed-skin aircraft, with many good
diagrams, . this work provides a good basic handbook of
the construction of aircraft and repair practice for
damaged parts. It possesses double value: for the embryo
mechanic and as a groundwork book for a lecturer with
practical experience.

Why
~S<1
Bicycles
are so stron

A Concise Engineering Course

By Percy H. Miller, A.M.I.Mech.E. 51" x 81". 169
pages. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 7/6.
A primer written for apprentices and trainees- in the
engineering industry. It contains a mine of information
based on practical experience; unfortunately, the reader
must dig industriously through some rather heavyy and
badly written sentences.
The Birth of the Royal Air Force

By Air Commodore J. A. Chamier. 1 o" x 6k". 199
pages. 32 drawings of aircraft and maps. Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons. 15/-.
A concise history of the early days of the Royal Air
Force has been needed for many years. The Official
History is too long for most people, and most of the
unofficial ones are inadequate. Air Commodore Chamier
has dealt briefly but adequately with every campaign up
to 1918. Though adequately stocked with facts from
official records, the book has a vigour and style that
derive their strength from a lifelong interest in flying and
great experience of the Royal Air Force. It is well worth
reading by everyone who is interested in the Service. The
young will find in it much that is new to them, and to
the older reader it will recall days of high endeavour and
great enterprise.

this national figure is still the
symbol of all that is best in
tobacco manufacture — player's
1iauy Cut—a name justly famous
for excellent and dependable quality

A firm of research engineers
wanted a spare part in a hurry.
They rushed to the nearest bicycle shop
and bought a B.S.A. cycle hub bearing.
That hub has now done
70,000,000 revolutions,
equal to 90,000 miles at 120 m.p.h„
and it's still going strong.
That's the stuff that goes
into every B.S.A. Bicycle.
No wonder that these famous machines
will stand up to almost everything.
They are difficult to get now,
but your dealer will try to help you.
After the war there'll be all
the B.S.A. products you want,
leading the field in design and workmanship.
War-time standard models,
complete with pump and
tools, from the B.S.A. Dealer
in your district.

Noteworthy Details

~

~1S
A 250 lb. bomb carried by an R.A.F. plane costs £13. Jimmy,
in the A.T.C., went ahead with his savings—made them mount
steadily—until he had enough Savings Certificates to meet the
cost of a bomb. The other night, when he heard the drone of
our planes on the way to Germany, he said "There's one bomb
from me, Fuehrer 1" That's the right spirit ! Save, for all you're
worth, while you train for all you're worth. Good luck to your
training and good luck to your saving !

£8.19.5
including Purchase Tax.

BICYCLES AND MOTOR CYCLES

BUY NATIONAL
SAVINGS STAMPS

Every part a little better than it need be!

6d. - 216 - 51-

SSA

(SEE PAGE 23)

1, Bell Airacobra; 2, Boeing Fortress II; 3, Dornier
257 Ea; 4, Blackburn Botha; 5, Grumman Martlet; 6,
Vought-Sikorsky Corsair; 7, Vought-Sikorsky Kingfisher;
8, Airspeed Horsa; 9, Yak- i ; to, Brewster Buffalo; ti,
Westland Whirlwind; 12, Lockheed-Vega Ventura; 13,
Dornier 17 Z; 14, De Havilland Mosquito II; 15, Handley
Page Halifax II, Series I; i6, Handley Page Hampden;
17, Junkers 88; 18, Hawker Typhoon IB.

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES• MEDIUM DR MILO•PLAIN OR COR[•TIPS

B.S.A. Cycles Ltd.. Birmingham, 11

N.C.C. 555 C
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Do you look lovely

when you smile?

on he lip ofyourtongue
t
r

,

Make the Tongue Test. If,
when you run the tip of your tongue
over your teeth, you feel a filmy coating, you need Irium — the super-cleanser
in Pepsodent. Irium flushes away film,
polishes teeth brilliantly . . . makes sure
you'll always look lovely when you smile.

the 006We19
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CHERRY BLOSSOM

/3 and 2/2 Tanasnr r..

BOOT POLISH

- THE FORCES' FAVOURITE

dim made in Powder Jere

G g/AO

COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO
AERONAUTICAL TRAINING
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is probably the most widely-read book
amongst those who are interested in Engineering and Technical Instruction.
Almost a million copies are already in circulation.
The book outlines over 150 home study courses in all branches of Engineering,
including Aeronautical Engineering, Aeroplane Design, Aero Engines, Aircraft
and Aero-Engine Inspection, Air Navigation, Meteorology, Wireless, etc., etc.
R.A.F. MATHS.
We are coaching hundreds of prospective Aircrews in Mathematics and Mechanics up to R.A.F. standard. This special
course can commence from very first principles where necessary. Full details are given in our handbook.
Our courses are approved by the Royal Aeronautical Society, and all instruction
is supplied under a "Satisfaction or refund of fee" guarantee.
The guide will be found particularly useful to Cadets who wish to prepare rapidly for
advancement in the R.A.F., and to A.T.C. Officers who desire to increase their
technical knowledge for instructional purposes.
The Handbook will gladly be sent FREE. on request. We shall also be happy to advise
on suitable courses to meet particular needs.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
199 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17/19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I

METEOROLOGY * NAVIGATION * MATHEMATICS

Meteorology for the Airman
JAMES
PATON
3s. 6d. net

A lucid treatment of the elementary physical principles required for an
understanding of the weather processes. With many diagrams, charts
and maps.

Navigation for Air Crews
J. E. C. GLIDDEN
E. C. HEDGES
Part I, 2s.
Part II, 3s.

A beginner's textbook clearly and simply written and illustrated.
Part I deals with the Form of the Earth, Changes of Latitude and
Longitude, Magnetic Variation, Deviation, Bearings and Courses.
Part II with Maps and Map Reading, Mercator's Plotting Map, Dead
Reckoning, Wind Finding and Air Plotting, Pressure and Temperature, Cloud Formation, Cloud Types, Weather, Ice Formation.

First Stage Mathematics
A. F. BUCHAN
R. BORTHWICK
Seventh impression
2s. 3d.

The essential maths. for the young man who wants to fly. Briefly, it
covers the work detailed in the Air Training Corps syllabus, including
logarithms and elementary trigonometry, graphs, compass bearings and
the Triangle of Velocities.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON PRESS LTD.
ST.

HUGH'S

SCHOOL,

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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It's as easy as

ACES of the
RED AIR FORCE.
and young Russian Heroes .. .
70 Photographs of Soviet youth in action, paratroops, guerrillas, defences of Moscow,
Stalingrad, etc.

Learn
MORSE CODE
in Record Time!

KOfýgrse
Not all the Messerschmitts in creation
can disturb the equanimity of the
Squadron Leader. Whatever the odds,
he remains cool, calm and collected, the
living embodiment of a refrigerator.
When he does swear, his language is
deliberate. Witness the occasion when
young Smithers, one of his Pilots, who
had inadvertently left behind his emergency tube of Kolynos, broke formation
to return for it. "Mind you," said the
Squadron Leader subsequently, "I
wouldn't say the excuse wasn't a good
one. Kolynos is one of those things you
just can't afford to be without."

From

Chemists,

Stores and N.A.A.F I.
sizes.

in standard

Sound Teeth will
help qua to past
Gu,r,►al edicals ~
rny ca/vurx.
ith !kitty

w

First you listen—then you find yourself
reading and sending MORSE like an
expert. It's easy by Linguaphone, because you learn by sound. The principle
is the same as in the world-famous
Linguaphone language method. Soon
after you have started listening to the
records in the Course, you will develop
amazing speed and efficiency in receiving
and transmitting messages.
The Linguaphone MorseCode Course

has been prepared, tried and approved
by experts. It contains five double-sided
records, comprehensive text-book, exercises for practice and full additional information about the various branches of
the Code. Send the coupon below for a
complete course.

LINGUAPHONE
MORSE CODE COURSE
(Dept. M/15)
Name
Address

To the Linguaphone institute (Dept. M/15),Linguaphone House, 207 Regent St., London, W.1
Please send me, post free, a Linguaphone
MORSE CODE COURSE, for which I
enclose a remittance, value 35s.

`Soviet Youth at War'
Foreword: Sir Stafford Cripps, K.C., M.P.
Order your copy (price I /71, post free) from
Anglo-Soviet Youth Friendship Alliance,
104 Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
..

THE ART OF SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
BUILDING

By V. 1. G. WOODASON.
Edited by WALTER BUCHLER
Price 4'11 net. 8'6 cloth
"In this book the author has produced the most
complete and accurate account of solid model
making yet published. It is to be heartily recommended to the expert and to the beginner, and
to those only interested in aircraft recognition
instruction."—The Aeroplane.
HOW I TOURED THE WORLD ON NOTHING
By WALTER BUCHLER (with pen and camera) 16
Our Giftware Dept. is interested in all manner of
articles and curios suitable as gifts.
USEFUL PUBLICATIONS,
37 Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Tem.2946

Star Recognition
FRANCIS CHICHESTER
Francis Chichester follows Pinpoint the
Bomber and his astro-navigation books
with this first-class method of training in
star recognition. It consists of two large
stars charts (25 in. x 40 in.) and an
explanatory book, all contained in a
compact cloth folder.
7s. 6d. net.

AIR CADETS'
HANDBOOKS

M•0-R•S-E
Complete
Practice
Unit

Handbook of English
C. PRESTON RAWSON and
S. G. SAUNDERS
Exercises, examples and test-papers
based upon passages of English with a
direct and permanent appeal to candidates for the R.A.F. No. 8. 2s. 6d. net.

for
As
supplied
to other
branches of
H.M. Services
No. 1261. Complete Key and Buzzer Unit, ready

for immediate operation. Heavy commercial key
with nickel silver contacts and sensitive triple
adjustment. High-tone Buzzerwith silver contacts,
mounted on bakelite base with cover. Battery
Holder, complete with 4.5 Ever Ready battery. All
metal parts heavily nickel plated.
Polished Mahogany Base, B1" s BY

2296
{`i,

Nos. I and 2. Navigation. Parts I and
2, by W. J. D. ALLAN.
No. 5. Engine Mechanics, by W. D.
ARNOT.
No. 6. Radio, by I. R. VESSELO and
R. D. MORRISON.
No. 7. The Astronome: a Spherical
Stellar Chart, by C. J. GRIMWOOD.
Is. 6d. net.
Each volume 2s. net unless otherwise
stated.

Send 1d. stamp for Illustrated List

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT LTD
Specialists in Morse Equipment

George Allen & Unwin
LTD.
40 MUSEUM STREET, LONDON, W.C.I

(Dept. 6) Merit Hse., Southgate Rd., Potters Bar
411111100111•11111111•MOMMIMMEN.
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A practice burst from a four-gun turret lights up the night sky.

